
Minecraft Now Has A Gigantic Version Working Minesweeper
 
 
Minecraft creators can't stop adding new games and we're not going to be able to stop them.
We wrote about Wordle at the end of March. Today we bring you another player who
recreated the famous Minesweeper with Redstone, and an inordinate number of moving
parts. 
 
 
The map comes from CraftyMasterman who posted a post up on Reddit with a video showing
off. The video doesn't reveal anything other than the size of the device you'll be using to play
the game, but it looks incredible. Lava is used to represent the numbers. There's even a
handheld map that you can look at while you play to replicate what's happening on the board. 
 
 
If you're interested in learning how this was made you can check out a video of it on the
CraftyMasterman YouTube channel. It appears that this build was part of a huge Redstone
build contest that offered an impressive prize pool - $10,000 USD was up for grabs for
whoever could come up with the most impressive Redstone creation. 
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CraftyMasterman was not able to finish his creation within the timeframe that was allowed for
the competition's judge. However he kept working on it after staking his claim of a redstone
legend. He stayed for another two weeks working on it, going through multiple versions
before finally presented a prototype to the judges of the competition. 
 
 
Even for a seasoned Minecraft player, it's still a little difficult. The builder must not only make
the board, which is massive and massive, but also display numbers, count the number of
TNT blocks around it, and then randomize it in a way that makes the game interesting. It's
not something that a Minecraft player can accomplish or have the patience for. 
 
 
It's an amazing illustration of the possibilities that are possible in Minecraft and, more
importantly, you can play around with other players by downloading it here. Just make sure
to run the download through virus stuff to be safe; and always practice safe downloading. 

https://needrealtor.net/

